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The meditation had been going on for days 
now and several of the novices were reach-
ing the limit of their endurance. An older 

monk, servant to the Patriarch, walked through the 
hall with a bamboo cane. If a novice was caught nod-
ding off, he would whack the stick on the ground 
the first time. The explosive noise was like a bomb 
in the silence  of the mountaintop. All the others, 
including the elders, would jerk straight up. If they 
were caught a second time, the cane would make a 
lesser thud than that of the floor, but the painful cry 
would be more abrasive than the floor’s cries. Some-
times, the Patriarch’s eyes would crack open at the 
sound and a slight smile would curl the corners of his 
lip. If one looked carefully, they might see the slight 
nod he gave to the mural to his left—the painting 
of Bodhidharma in meditation on some ancient and 
otherworldly cliff top.

 At the end of the thirty-day course, on the 
last night when all the monks were happy, knowing 
that tomorrow they would be free of the rigorous 
fifteen-hour-a-day meditation schedule, the Patriarch 
ordered some tea brought for the community. It was 
a very old Puerh cake he had kept for more than fifty 
years. He shared half of it with the congregation now. 
The tea was brewed in a large silver kettle and poured 
into large pitchers. Elders would then walk down 
the line of monks pouring some into each of their 
little cups. They drank deeply of the dark liquor and 
slipped into a meditation more natural and deep than 
they had achieved during the long course. It some-
how seemed fitting that the course should end with 
a climax. As the session continued, the time between 
steepings grew, until hours slipped by between each 
cup. None of the monks minded, though. All their 



restlessness and disruption had subsided into endur-
ing bliss born of the combination of their meditation 
and the deep leaves they had drunk.
 After hours of sweet peace and quiet—tran-
quility deep enough to amplify the crickets outside—
the Patriarch cleared his throat. All of the monks 
knew this was a sign that he would give a discourse 
and eyes opened like lightning bugs all throughout 
the hall. The Patriarch had given two such speeches 
during the course, so it was no surprise. Most of the 
monks expected him to discuss, as he did every year, 
how to apply what they had achieved in the course in 
their daily lives as monks. The Patriarch waited a few 
minutes before he started talking. The special tea had 
gotten everyone in a mood, a few smiles even erupted 
in various corners of the room. 
 The Patriarch raised his golden hand, creviced 
with countless annual courses like this, and chanted 
a sweet melody even more ancient than he. His peace 
was deeper than all of theirs together. He ended by 
bowing before the tea leaves that had served them 
so well, placing the wet dregs upon the altar next to 
the flowers and incense. He then sat back down and 
swept his eyes over the audience.
 “We are so fortunate to have shared this mag-
ic tea, older than most of you. It has not been wasted. 
You focused on it, gave it room to swirl through your 
body, and concentrated on the dialogue it had with 
your spirit. I don’t regret using half my cake thus. 
Many times I notice monks here enjoying their tea 
over casual conversation, often debating scripture or, 
even worse, discussing worldly things better left to 
the mouths of householders.” He admonished them 
with his eyes, not looking at anyone in particular. 
“That is not possible with the deeper leaves you’ve 
just been blessed with. These rare, old teas are best 
appreciated in quiet—meditated upon and discussed 
not out loud, but inside.” He paused and looked at 
the painting of the first patriarch again. “You may 
have noticed that your meditation was cleaner, more 
focused as well as more peaceful after we drank the 
tea. This relationship between tea and meditation, 
the Spirit and the Leaf, is as old as our way of life it-
self. Let me tell you the story of the origin of tea.” He 
closed his eyes and took several deep breaths, gather-
ing himself into the tale. All of the monks straight-
ened up, knowing that what was now said was of 
great importance. They loved stories about the earlier 
patriarchs. It gave meaning and culture to their way 
of life, and enshrined even the small things they did, 
like teaching or drinking tea.
 The old Patriarch smiled. “Bodhidharma, the 
great founder of Chan and the first patriarch, brought 

the teachings of the Buddha over the great mountains 
to this very spot many, many years ago. He had left 
because the other monks in India were having dis-
putes and arguments over the teachings the departed 
Buddha had left behind. Bodhidharma was wiser and 
more serious. He knew that words aren’t truth; that 
we must live and be the Way, not discuss it. He knew 
that truth is always confounded by the words used to 
express it.” This was a homily the monks had heard 
many times, even during a discourse on the fifteenth 
night of this very meditation course. “He wanted a 
place to meditate in silence. He was a very serious 
meditator, and one willing to make his final medita-
tion and become enlightened. That is why we also 
practice sitting three times a day for one or two hours 
without moving; without opening our eyes, legs or 
hands. Despite the pain we learn to be strong so that 
when the time  comes for us to seek enlightenment, 
we can, like the Buddha and Bodhidharma, sit with a 
strong determination.” The old Patriarch’s eyes had a 
way of shaking one’s shoulders so that teachings were 
really heard. He scanned the congregation, resting his 
eyes on a few of the weaker novices who lowered their 
own in shame. “Understand that these men didn’t sit 
down with the determination to spend one or two 
hours not moving. Their determination was much 
stronger. They vowed to sit down in meditation until 
they become enlightened. They vowed that even if 
the pain was unbearable, even if they died their bones 
would later be found seated cross-legged. One day, 
perhaps in this life or maybe in a future one, you all 
will also sit with such determination. And that is why 
we paint Bodhidharma with such a serious disposi-
tion,” he looked at the painting, the serious, furrowed 
brow, the bushy beard and the strong earthy bearing 
that made Bodhidharma look so foreboding. “This is 
a symbol of how serious a commitment it is to walk 
the road of light, and the paths are winding and often 
very lonely and uncomfortable. But Bodhidharma 
left behind a helpful tool for us fortunate enough to 
follow him…tea.” Many of the monks looked up in 
askance. Bodhidharma made tea? They hadn’t heard 
that before.
 The old monk smiled. “On one of the last 
nights before he achieved enlightenment, the first pa-
triarch sat in meditation on his mountain under the 
moonlight. He had been meditating in this way for 
over three years. Since he first arrived in China, he 
hadn’t changed his posture day or night. The villagers 
left his food in front of him, knowing that the man 
on their mountain was an important saint. His beard 
grew long and yet he never raised his head. His vow 
was made with power.” The silence of the hall was 



even deeper than during the last meditation. Many 
of the monks saw the painting on the wall in a new 
light. Some of them had never even noticed it be-
fore today. “The moon was rising and Bodhidharma 
knew that he would soon achieve the awakened state. 
However, as he had reached higher and higher, he 
had stopped eating and his body was growing weaker. 
Noticing that he didn’t finish his food, the villagers 
had even begun to burn incense rather than bring 
him food. Bodhidharma began to feel tired.” Some of 
the monks who had gotten whacked over the course 
of the thirty days smiled. “Yes, even near the ultimate 
peak there are obstacles.” The Patriarch matched their 
smiles with an even brighter one. “For the Buddha it 
was self-doubt, for his attendant Ananda it was the 
desire to be enlightened itself that proved to be the 
final barrier, the final veil that covered the ultimate 
state of being. Once Ananda quit trying he achieved 
enlightenment. For Bodhidharma, the last obstacle 
was one that everyone faces, even in the beginning 
of the path: drowsiness.” The novices couldn’t help it 
and a few stifled chuckles erupted in the back of the 
hall. The Patriarch didn’t seem to mind. He contin-
ued, “Bodhidharma was feeling tired. He knew that 
he couldn’t give up, especially not when he was so 
close. His body was worth nothing if it couldn’t help 
him to achieve the state beyond life and death. He 
had already begun to remember all his past lives—
the countless births and deaths, each with its own 
pain and suffering, and nothing would stand in the 
way of his release from this endless chain of Sam-
sara.”  
 The monks had stopped laughing. The climax 
of the story was the most entertainment they had had 
in years and they were enthralled. “So Bodhidharma 
did the only thing he could. He ripped off his own 
eyelids and tossed them to the ground.” Some of 
the monks gasped in astonishment. “The pain was 
enough to dispel his drowsiness and his eyes could no 
longer close.” He paused and closed his eyes, uttering 
a silent prayer to the first Patriarch. “Bodhidharma 
achieved the deathless state forthwith. He was an ara-
hant.” Other monks also bowed to the mural, for the 
first time understanding why he was such a legend. 
 The Patriarch’s deep breath was heard all 
throughout the hall, “Many of the spirits and lesser 
gods had come to watch and see if Bodhidharma 
would really achieve enlightenment. When he did, 
they all rejoiced. One spirit made a balm to sooth 
Bodhidharma’s eyes. And one of the gods went to the 
cast off eyelids and bowed down low in veneration. 
He used his powers to push the eyelids down into 
the earth, where they seeded a new kind of tree never 

seen before on the Earth. This god turned to Bodhid-
harma and said, ‘The tree that will grow here will 
be adored by the people here. It will grow large and 
father many other trees just like it. One day, people 
will discover that the leaves of this tree have a magi-
cal property: they will keep any seeker awake through 
the night, alert and focused so that his or her medita-
tion can prosper; and your sacrifice on this day will 
never be forgotten.’ Bodhidharma bowed to the god, 
who then departed.”
 “When the villagers came the next day, they 
found Bodhidharma smiling, bathed and rested, ly-
ing on a comfortable pallet of leaves. He smiled and 
gave them a discourse and many asked to be initiated 
right then and there. He asked the villagers to bring 
sweet meats and incense every month and place them 
before the tree the god had made. He also told them 
the story of its origin, leaving out the part about the 
leaves for them to discover themselves. And we know 
the trees that came forth from that holy spot, don’t 
we?” Knowing that every monk knew the answer, just 
by the astonished looks on their faces and the way 
many of them had looked down at their empty tea 
cups like children seeing them for the first time—see-
ing that they understood the tea and its meditation 
well, the Patriarch felt that nothing else needed to be 
said. 
 He meditated in quiet for a few more min-
utes and then gently rose and left the hall, a sign that 
all the monks could also rest. Tomorrow the vow of 
silence and the course would both end. Tomorrow 
they would again drink tea at breakfast... But with 
the same commotion and mundane attitude?

-The Leaf-


